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Aural History
Catriona McKay / Alistair MacDonald
Context/Deveron Arts
Deveron Arts is based in Huntly a small rural town in the north east of Scotland. Over the
last ten years Deveron Arts has been devising the Town is the Venue (TiV) project
development model, which uses the arts as a catalyst to create positive change in the
community.
Deveron Arts creates projects that bring artists and local individuals, groups, organisations
and institutions together to experience and engage with the creation of new work. Through
its artistic programme Deveron Arts embraces culture as a whole, and aims to be an agent
for change in contemporary arts development in the rural/remote context. Huntly – the town,
is conceived not only as a venue and a place for artists to live, work, exhibit and perform, but
also as a centre for communication and the exchange of ideas for all involved: the
community, the artist and Deveron Arts as the ‘producer and curator’. The organisation’s
creative vision recognises the need to produce high quality work and positive models of
experimentation both within the area and through promotion nationally and internationally.
Huntly has a very strong traditional music culture, and a practice of bringing young people up
through this musical tradition. The town supports a lively community of fiddlers and pipers of
all ages. However, in the small town environment the work does focus on rather traditional
music and does not allow developing a more contemporary line of work nor providing local
role models for young musicians.
To address this situation we have invited Catriona MacKay (Scottish harpist) and Alistair
MacDonald (electroacoustic composer) to the town to work with local people over the period
of a year (in total 3 months) focusing on one issue of community concern, the local woods.
Together they form the group Strange Rainbow.
The artists: Catriona McKay and Alistair MacDonald
Catriona McKay was voted Instrumentalist of
the Year at the 2007 Scots Traditional Music
Awards. She is one of Scotland's most
versatile and creative harpists. She writes and
arranges music for solo performance and for
the ensembles she works with. She is a recital
and recording artist, concerto soloist, chamber
musician and is a performer of cross-genre,
contemporary and improvised music as well
as a traditional Scottish musician.
Catriona is at the cutting edge of harp music developing her work in experimental music and
improvisation, working and performing with a combination of clarsach and live electronics in
her work with leading electroacoustic composer Alistair MacDonald.
Catriona has recently worked with Starfish Designs on a new harp design. This is equipped
with innovative tuning, specifically designed for use in contemporary folk music. The
resulting harp, the "Starfish McKay", is unique and will allow a fresh experimental approach
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to the development of Celtic harp music. She uses this innovative instrument in her new
compositions.
Alistair MacDonald is a composer and performer of electroacoustic music. His work draws
on a wide range of influences reflecting a keen interest in improvisation, and the
transformation of sound and space. Many of his works are made in collaboration with other
artists using a range of instruments and exploring a range of contexts beyond the concert
hall, often using interactive technology. His music has won a number of awards including a
Creative Scotland Award, and is performed and broadcast both in the UK and abroad.
He teaches composition and regularly directs workshops in schools, colleges and arts
centres, and is Director of the Electroacoustic Studios at the Royal Scottish Academy of
Music & Drama in Glasgow.
The Project
In the past year or so there has been a lot of debate around local woods. Due to new EU
funding streams, the local council has plans to cut down the existing woods (some of them
Sitka spruce), and replant more mixed species. This involves large scale machinery and
upheaval for the community that uses these woods on a daily basis for walking, running,
mushroom picking, children for summer camping, etc. The community has been split in
opinion over this issue for while.
To address this debate, the artists developed the idea of Sitka, a project that was to create
work referencing the woods through the sounds depicted, and, engage the public by raising
awareness of arguably a less obvious aspect – the aural - of the environment.
Community Involvement
The project intended to have three general aims:
1. To address the debate about the pros and cons of felling the local Battlehill and The
Meadows woods.
The first step has been addressed
through a wide community consultation
process that is still ongoing. To start
with the artists have been interviewing
local
people,
dog
walkers,
environmentalists,
local
council
representatives, foresters and wood
fellers for the R+D part of their work.
The findings were then translated into
the music created by the artists in
collaboration with the community
which was performed in situ during the
time of the residency.
Both opinions as well as people’s voices and the work from the workshops have been
infiltrated into the final outcomes.
Within the community the debate is still ongoing, the wood felling has been put on hold for
the time being and currently a large community consultation process has been launched by
Aberdeenshire Council.
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2.

To make contemporary music and performance accessible to a general audience in a
rural Scottish town (Huntly) by inviting the artists to develop a new piece of work that
uses the town and the local population for inspiration and the local people to provide
the ‘voice’.

During this time Catriona has been working with the rural community of Huntly. Huntly has a
relatively strong traditional Scottish music community, however, to date there is little
exposure to new genre, composition or experimentation.
The particular groups Catriona has been working with were ‘amateur’ musicians who had so
far no or little tuition in any form of contemporary music. Those include members of formal
groups such as the Strathbogie Fiddlers, the Huntly and District Pipeband and the
Strathspey and Reel Society, as well as collaborating with the music department of the
Gordon Schools and a number of feeder schools, in particular the Drumblade School and the
Gordon Primary School.
For this project, as with other projects of Deveron Arts, it was vital that it responded to the
‘town is the venue’ strategy. Hence the focus (apart from the school involvement) was not on
formal tuition, but on involving the professional artist with the amateur groups, during
rehearsal time, at Ceilidh time, the bi-monthly folk night events and through the overall
presence of the artist in the town.
Catriona was given a rehearsal studio, which is situated in former shop premises on the high
street, allowing for maximum visibility and interaction with the locality.
The artist also gave regular surgeries for people to book in and discuss their own interests
and ambitions in music making and experimentation.
3.

To develop an education and outreach programme for the community.

Outreach:
The main success story with this project was the formation of the Huntly Wood Group
(HWG). This is a user group that has the interest
of social, economic and biodiversity change at its
heart.
The HWG has now 40 signed up members and
met initially through a large public event for which
the Aural history project was the catalyst. HWG
now meets regularly and has undertaken a
number of activities, those are:
• The creation of a stile to the neighbouring
Kinnoir woods
• A squirrel tracking course
• A Battlehill wood historic and
environmental walk written by artist Tim
Brennan
• 2 clean-ups with the 2 schools
• An orienteering run
• A number of expert talks
The Huntly wood group is populated by people young and old and from all walks of life:
school children, tree lovers, dog walkers.
Education:
An extensive education programme which encompassed collaborations with the two Gordon
Schools and Drumblade school has been executed.
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During the residency Alistair and Catriona developed a software instrument/environment for
their composition and improvisation work and collected local environmental sound materials
which are triggered from within the programme. A version of this has been made in
conjunction with the work in schools and in collaboration with the School of Education at
Aberdeen University. It has been presented to teachers and initial teacher education
students and has already been taken on board for other education projects in the county and
beyond. For example, teachers involved in the Keyboard Collective project run by
pianocircus will be using it in the coming months.
This software is now available as a free, cross-platform resource for anyone to download and
use. The software has the dual function as a novel tool for musical exploration, and for
making experimental music more accessible to a wider audience. Thus it addresses both
aims 2 and 3 above.
A copy of the software is attached to this report and can be used by any of the PHF’s
partners.
Artistic development
This project expanded the boundaries of the improvised use of the harp (clarsach)
contextualized by outdoor, site specific performance & recording of mixed live and
electroacoustic music. For this Catriona Mackay and Alistair MacDonald sampled the ‘aural’
environment of the rural North East of Scotland, both ambient sound and voice, to provide a
backdrop for this inspiring new project.
In early Celtic society harpers were the custodians of knowledge, they were responsible for
committing the history and music of their society to memory and passing it on orally through
the generations. Harpers were not so much entertainers as they were historians and
journalists, responsible for keeping their communities cohesive and for preserving cultural
identity.
The passing on of history, stories, music and song orally in the form of the Ballad tradition is
particularly strong in the North East of Scotland. Songs relating to the universal themes of
love, hate, life and death as well as history itself were passed down from generation to
generation. The ‘muckle sang’ (popular ballad) related actual historical events and/to? love,
pain etc, whilst the ‘bothy ballad’, specifically developed in rural Aberdeenshire, dealt with
similar themes but described the experiences of the people working around the farms of the
19th and 20th century.
The project took the ‘oral history’ links between the harper’s place, in Celtic society the
musical storytelling/ballad tradition in the North East, but used the Huntly area’s ‘aural’
environment as a source of inspiration. Collaborating with writer Angus Peter Campbell,
photographer Robert Dow and designer Lucy Kendra, they created an impression of their
experiences of the North East of today.
Catriona McKay & Alistair MacDonald’s work incorporates the acoustic sound of the harp,
the use of recorded environmental sound, and the transformation of these sounds to create
hybrid musical textures in composed and improvised performance. In the past their work has
been performed and recorded in a variety of concert venues and recording studios. In this
project they took the performance back into the environments (both community and natural)
where some of the sound materials for the work were recorded.
In the performances, the present surrounding sounds were overlaid with transformed sounds
recorded in the same place at different times. On another layer the harp was played on top
of the contextual, natural acoustic sounds of the woods present and past; and its sounds
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were then transformed by the laptop.
The duo worked in a number of spaces reflecting not only the different acoustics of the
forests (deep forest, marginal town forest etc.) but also the use and purpose of the places
themselves (commercial, leisure, bio-diverse plantations…).
For this project, novel, active recording techniques were used – the recording was not simply
a document of the performances, but was, itself, an actively ‘composed’ piece.
Along with Aberdeenshire’s Bothy Ballads these works were subsumed into aural-history of
the area passing on the artists’ experience of exploring the environment of the North East of
Scotland both to other cultures and generations.
The Output
The work in progress was performed at the Christ Church in Huntly (which has an excellent
acoustic) in November last year. Further development resulted in three performances in
Battlehill Woods itself at the SLOW DOWN festival on the 20th June 09.
How the project has benefited Deveron Arts
•
Artistic
The grant support has provided the artists with the time and space to create an entirely new
piece of music by collaborating with the community and locality. In artistic terms, this work
has set new standards for the fusion of harp and clarsach with contemporary live electronic
music. The artists’ stature has ensured that this
work is influential within the Scottish and
international traditional music and contemporary
music scenes. Deveron Arts gained profile for
being responsible for enabling the artists to
create an exciting new piece of work that
samples local sounds and combines the
traditional clarsach with live electronics. This
new work will become part of the repertoire of
these artists, and will be performed
internationally for many years in the future.

•
Community engagement
This project galvanized the local community in the debate about the woods. In particular the
formation of the Huntly Wood Group can be seen as a key sustainable output of the project.
This group has already undertaken a series of projects and events as described above.
•
Local Music
The project also accessed local audiences with a particular interest in traditional music and
encouraged them to engage with and be inspired by a contemporary approach to the use of
a traditional instrument, the clarsach. Through this we continued to build new links for
Deveron Arts into the community in the Huntly area and further acceptance of for the
organisation’s work.
The Ups and Downs / Lessons learned
Like in every project not everything ran completely smoothly. One of the main problems with
this project was the busy schedule that Catriona MacKay has as an internationally renowned
musician. A life-style many of us could hardly contemplate, let alone live.
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While her commitment to this project was unquestioned, it had to be delivered within a
schedule of engagements that reached from Japan to London, to Canada, back to China
and then Huntly again. Initially we had planned 3 months like most of our other projects. But
as time went on, it became clear that we had to reconsider and be practical. Hence, this
became a project that spread over a whole year with scheduled events and education
programmes and a final launch of the CD here in Huntly and at the Sound Festival in
Aberdeen. This way we feel confident, that our 50/50 approach (50% community and 50%
artistic criticality) has been achieved most effectively. Bringing Alistair MacDonald on board
was Catriona’s idea and it really helped to have somebody working out of Glasgow, while
Catriona was on her journeys. But all this was made up for in the time she was in our town,
when she worked with the community groups, the children, the forestry people, joined the
folk nights and played at the Ceilidhs. Her personality, love for people and children and
above her love for music were just something people will never forget. And this all besides
the fact, that having a musician of this caliber in Huntly brings the town on the map of
musical excellence in both the Scottish and International context.
One other thing that came up was the costs of the CD. We needed to address the fact that
the production costs with all performing rights and the additional collaboration with a writer
and photographer were higher then anticipated. Luckily we managed to get a smaller grant
from the PRS foundation which allowed us to achieve our goal in full. However, in the end
there was a misprint, which the printing company did not want to take responsibility for and
we had to share unforeseen costs between us and the artists.
Another interesting aspect of this project was the debate around the title. It started off with
Aural History, it was then, following a walk by Catriona with her mother, called A See of
Green, the events at the Slow Down festival were called Sound Treks (the audience were
led, quietly listening through the woods to the performance site), and finally the artists settled
on Skimmerin’ as the CD title, the Scots word for ‘shimmering’ to reflect the visual and aural
moods of the trees and leaves and the people that work, live and play with them.
As a lesson learned: it became quite clear that when working with musicians we need to be
quite flexible to accommodate their career and lifestyle, and to allow projects to be changing
as the artists’ responses and ideas are themselves changed and influenced by their
experiences during the period of residency.
Outcomes and Outputs
As with every project of Deveron Arts / the town is the venue it is important to understand that
under intergenerational we understand groups made up equally of representatives from
younger, mid and older generation groups in an effort to encourage dialogue and develop
mutual understanding between these different age groups.
Identified goals were:
1. To have identified and developed partnerships with at least 2 named groups in the town,
with attendance by at least 30 intergenerational representatives at the public events
The new groups we have developed partnerships with were:
• The Forestry Commission and their staff
• A new group, the Huntly Wood Group was formed as a result of this project
The Huntly wood group has approximately 40 members now, which have come together
on 3 public event occasions.
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2. To have implemented a public arts project, actively involving at least 30 intergenerational
representatives in the creative process.
3. This project was based around the contentious issue of the felling of the Battlehill wood.
Many people love the woods and use it on a daily basis. But in the name of both making
money from the wood, as well as in the name of biodiversity, the council proposed a
felling. This project gave us an opportunity to bring many people together (40 now
signed up; but ca 80 attended over the life time of the project’s events) to debate the
future of the woods. To see a rise in awareness and understanding amongst the
residents of the town about the TiV model, to be measured through feedback from
participants.
The rise in the awareness of the TiV model can be gauged through the coverage in the
Huntly Express and the Press and Journal which reported extensively on the project.
4. To see an increased interest and enjoyment of the arts in Huntly.
The success of the project is evidenced by:
•
•
•
•

high attendance and participation number
the feedback from the schools
the bringing into being of the Huntly Wood Group
and the coverage of the media

5. We aim to see a 10% increase in the level of participation from intergenerational
representatives and at least 1 significant piece of media coverage.
•
•

In total 446 people have participated in the workshops and events
Press and Journal piece has been attached to this report

6. To gauge the success of the first year of implementing the 3 year residency
programme, and use our findings to make any adjustments to our targets over the
further two years as necessary
For the coming years, in terms of goals, we find it difficult to talk in numbers. Like in this case
the main success factor (apart from the artistic excellence) derive from the fact that we have
helped to bring the Huntly wood Group into being. This is a group that will work together for
many years to come, and has already instigated a number of projects.
This would not have happened without this project. However, this is a relatively small
number when it comes to providing statistics.
Outputs
1.
1 x completed public arts projects in collaboration with town residents, including at
least 30 intergenerational representatives: achieved and expectation exceeded
The output was in form of 3 concerts and one CD which were made in collaboration with the
community.
2.
1 x production and hosting of public event, in collaboration with town residents,
including at least 30 intergenerational representatives: achieved and expectation exceeded
A public event was staged, which led to the formation of the Huntly wood Group.
3.

Production of a group evaluation report:
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This report is the outcome of a group meeting with the 2 artists, members of staff (Anna
Vermehren, Claudia Zeiske and Meigo Shay/Intern) and members of the community (Alison
Moir/Gordon Schools teacher, Steve Brown Forestry Commission, Steve
Grey/Aberdeenshrie Council Ecologist and Clea Wallis/Huntly Wood group)

Aural history statistics
Catriona MacKay
consultations
tin hut session
drumblade school
gordon schools
folk club
slow down event
Hairst 1 event
Hairst 2 event
university sessions
Huntly Wood Group
events
total

events participants
7
8
1
50
2
40
2
45
1
23
3
60
1
80
1
20
40
5
3
26

80
446

The Legacy
The final work has become part of McKay’s and MacDonald’s developing repertoire. This
new work has been influenced by the results of their collaborations to date, but has shifted
these in a new direction. The work has become part of a programme which includes the
pieces ‘The Salutation’ for clarsach and electroacoustic sound (2002), written for Catriona
McKay by Alistair MacDonald, ‘Ap Huw Dialogues’ (2006) Catriona McKay, ‘Mareel’ (2007)
Catriona McKay and Alistair MacDonald and live electroacoustic improvising combining harp
and electronic music. Most importantly it has given them a new impetus to seek out new
sites for performance, and new ways of incorporating sounds of the environment and a
sense of place into their work.
The CD has now been launched with the title skimmerin’ which is a direct outcome of the
residency time and collaboration with the community. It was launched on 1st November both
in Huntly (Huntly Hotel) and Aberdeen (The Tunnels).
In addition to the presentation of the new commissions at the Sound Festival, the resulting
work has the potential to be performed at a number of sonic arts events and harp festivals.
These may include the: Edinburgh International Harp Festival, Le Weekend (Stirling), Sonic
Arts Expo, Field Lovers Companion (Gateshead). The new work resulting from this
collaboration and residency will be an attractive selling point to encourage the inclusion of
McKay and MacDonald on festival programmes and to attract audiences to the
performances.
The non-artistic other legacy is related to the formation of the Huntly Wood Group.
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Thanks
Steve Brown, Forestry Commission
Steve Gray, Aberdeenshire Council Ecologist
The Huntly Wood Group
Alison Moir, Music Teacher, Gordon Schools
Children of Drumblade School
Fiona Nicholson, Drumblade School
Professor Peter Stollery, University of Aberdeen

Funding
Aberdeenshire Council
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
PRS Foundation
Scottish Arts Council
Forestry Commission Scotland (in kind)
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